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Abstract: In this work, we show the possibility that jet production by magnetization predominates over other mechanisms of 

jet production in radio sources with low power output. We obtain estimates of accretion induced magnetic field and jet-driving 

magnetic field of compact steep spectrum sources in our sample using analytical methods.A possible implication of the results 

obtained through simple linear regression analyses of the data estimated for the two aforementioned fields is that jet production 

by magnetization predominates in the CSS radio sources with lower power output; while in those with higher power output, the 

converse may be the case – some other processes,such as; hydrodynamic, thermal, and radiation pressures may predominate over 

jet magnetization. 
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1. Introduction 

Compact steep spectrum (CSS) sourcesare intrinsically 

small extragalactic radio sources [1,2,3,4,5,6]. Theyconsist of 

radio galaxies and radio loud quasars but on sub-galactic 

dimensions. Their observed linear sizes, � , are given 

by � ≤ 20 kpc  assuming Hubble constant, 	
 =
75 kms��Mpc�� , and deceleration parameter, �
 = 0.0 . 

Their radio luminosity, � , at 5 GHz  is greater than 

10��.�WHz�� [2,3,5,7]. They have steep high frequency 

spectrum of spectral index, � ≥ 0.5(� ~"�#; where �  is 

flux density and " is observing frequency). Their spectral 

turnover is believed to be due to synchrotron self-absorption 

in a compact component with a large magnetic field. 

Generally, they have low polarization at both radio and 

optical bands, usually < 1% [2,3,8,9].Their proportion is 

high; from about 15% to 30%, depending on the selection 

frequency, among distant '( > 0.2* radio sources of high 

luminosity [2,3]. 

Generally, a typical extragalactic radio source takes the 

shape of a central coresurrounded by two-sided jets. At the 

end of each jet is located a radio-emitting lobe. The jet is 

thought to be the conduit through which materials fill the 

lobe. 

In absence of any other mechanism of jet production, 

many authors have considered that much of the energy 

powering the jets is derived from the source accretion disks 

[4,10,]. Gravitational field of a supermassive black hole 

believed to reside at the central core of a radio source attracts 

its ambient gas particles or clouds[11,12,13]. This causes the 

gas clouds to accelerate toward the black hole from a range 

of directions and collide with each other as they approach 

their orbital trajectory, and finally form an accretion disk. 

This accretion disk is believed to be the source of jet 

materials [4,10,14], but the process by which this occurs is 

not yet fully understood. 

This work, therefore,aims at finding if there is any relation 

between magnetic field possibly responsible for jet formation 

and that induced by accretion process for possible 

deductions.We have not applied full magnetohydrodynamic 

equations which may be considered appropriate in describing 

the phenomena of accretion and jet production 

[10,15,16,17].However, for the purpose of obtaining a simple 

relation between the two fields, we have applied only 

electromagnetism in our derivations. 

The sample of CSS sources used in the analyses is 

obtained from [3]. The sources are 61 in number, and have 

linear sizes, � ≤ 20kpc. 

2. Magnetic Field due to Accretion 

Magnetic acceleration model appears to be the most 

convincing model in explaining astrophysical jet formation 

[10,15,16,17]. This implies that bipolar relativistic jets are 

powered by magnetic fields tightly twisted by differential 

rotation of accretion disk [10]. Moreover, it has been pointed 

out that the terminal velocity of a jet is comparable to the 

rotational velocity of the disk at the foot of the jet [10]; hence, 
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suggesting that a relativistic jet is produced at a position very 

close to the event horizon of a black hole. 

It is commonly believed that accretion disk consists of 

plasma (i.e. positive ions and electrons). This implies that the 

effective axial magnetic field generated may either cancel out 

(assuming equal number of accreting opposite charges) or 

highly reduced when compared to the field produced if the 

disk were made up of an ensemble of like charges. However, 

for the purpose of finding the behavior of jet-driven magnetic 

field in relation to accretion-induced magnetic field, we 

assume the disk comprises an ensemble of equal positive and 

negative charges. 

Therefore, approximating the ensemble of negative charges 

present in the disk to a current-carrying thick hollow circular 

disk as shown in Fig. 1, then by Biot-Savart law, it can be 

shown that magnetic field, +#,, , produces at the centre of the 

disk by electrons in the accreting plasma can be expressed as 

+#,, ≈ . . /012
�3 45



36

37
898:(1) 

where the term in bracket represents magnetic field at the 

centre of a current-carrying narrow circular ring , 9# and 9; 

are inner and outer radii (see Fig.1) respectively, < is total 

electric current due to the motion of the negative charges (or 

electrons) in the accreting plasma, 9 is radius of the disk and 

: is its thickness. 

 

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of assumed uniform accretion disk. 

On integration, (1) yields 

+#,, ≈ 0125
� ln'9; − 9#*(2) 

Applying the general definition of electric current and 

considering accretion over the source dynamical age, @, (2) 

may be written as 

+#,, ≈ 01AB5
�C ln'9; − 9#*(3) 

where D  is number of electrons in the disk, and E  is 

electronic charge. 

An accretion disk has inner radius whose value may lie 

between ≈ 19F  and ≈ 109Fdepending on the type of disk 

[14]. 9F is Schwarzchild radius or event horizon. The outer 

radius of accretion disk may extend to 10G9F [14]. Taking the 

mean, 9# becomes 59F; while 9; gives 10G9F . Putting the 

values in (3) yields 

+#,, ≈ 01AB5
�C ln'9,9959F*(4) 

Combining the expression relating Scharzchild radius to 

black hole mass, J;; that is [14,18], 

9F = �KL6
,M (5) 

where N is universal gravitational constant, while O is light 

speed, with (4) and (5), we obtain 

+#,, ≈ 01AB5
�C ln /19,9950[KL6

,M ]4(6) 

For simplicity, assuming a source radiating at Eddington 

limit, the power, RSTT, radiated is given by [14] 

RSTT = GUKL6VW,
XY

(7) 

RSTT is in watts, J; is in kg, Z[ (proton mass) is in kg and 

\C  is Thompson interaction cross-section. Approximating 

Eddington luminosity to source bolometric luminosity,�;]^ , 
the last equation becomes 

J; ≈ _6`aXY
GUKVW,(8) 

Putting it in (6), gives 

+#,, ≈ 01AB5
�C ln /4,997.5[_6`aXY

UVW,c]4(9) 

Moreover, number of electrons, D, in an accretion disk in 

relation to the particle number density, d#,, , of the accreting 

electrons can be written by 

D = d#,,e:'9;
� − 9#

�*(10) 

which yields 

D ≈ 10fe:9Fd#,,(11) 

Combining (5) and (11), we obtain 

D ≈ 10fe:d#,, /�KL6
,M 4(12) 

Also, combining (8) and (12) gives 

D ≈ '5 × 10h* 5i7jj_6`aXY
,cVW

(13) 

Substituting for D in (9) yields 

+#,, ≈ 2.5 × 10h 01B5Mi7jj_6`aXY
,cVWC ln /4,997.5[_6`aXY

UVW,c]4(14) 

This implies that magnetic field induced at the centre of an 

accretion disk (for negative charges only) of an extragalactic 

radio source may be estimated if its thickness ':*  and 

electron number density 'd#,,*  are known. However, in 

terms of field per unit number density, the last equation 

becomes 

k7jj
i7jj

≈ 2.5 × 10h 01B5M_6`aXY
,cVWC ln /4,997.5[_6`aXY

UVW,c]4(15) 
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For simplicity, we assume a thin disk with [17] 

lm
Mn

37
≈ 0.05(16) 

Combining the last equation with (5) and (8), : becomes 

: ≈ 0.05 /_6`aXY
UVW,c4(17) 

Substituting for : in (15), we obtain 

k7jj
i7jj

≈ 6.25 × 10G 01BXYc_6`ac

UM,pVW
c C ln /4,997.5[_6`aXY

UVW,c]4(18) 

Moreover, jet-driving magnetic field, +qBr  , can be 

expressed as “unpublished” [19] 

+qBr ≈ VW,istuvC
'�.w×�
xy*UivszB{M(19) 

where dB is source’s ambient density, Ω is jet’s opening solid 

angle, }q is jet’s velocity, dqBr is jet’s internal density, and � 

is source’s observed linear size. In terms of field per unit 

number density, it becomes 

kvsz
ivsz

≈ VW,istuvC
'�.w×�
xy*Uivsz

M B{M(20) 

3. Analyses and Results 

In this section, we want to estimate the two quantities, 

+#,, d#,,⁄  and +qBr dqBr⁄  in (18) and (20) respectively; after 

which we find if there is any relationship between them using 

a simple regression analyses. Taking typical values of the 

following quantities: Z[ = 1.67 × 10��h kg, E = 1.602 ×
10���C, O = 3 × 10fm/s, Ω = 3.6 × 10��sr, }q ≈ 0.3O[10], 

and ZB = 9.109 × 10��� kg, �
 = 4e × 10�hHm�� , and 

\C = 2.5 × 10���m�, we obtain the following equations; 

k7jj
i7jj

≈ '6.925 × 10��
G* _6`a
c

C ln'8.82 × 10����;]^*(21) 

and 

kvsz
ivsz

≈ '2.0158 × 10f* isC
iv

M{M(22) 

Using the values of source’s observed linear size ( � ), 

bolometric luminosity ( �;]^  [ = �" , where �  and "  are 

respectively observed source’s luminosity and observing 

frequency]), source’s ages (@, estimated by simply getting the 

quotient of the individual observed source’s linear size with 

lobe’s velocity [ 0.25O ] of the CSS source, 0710+439, 

observed by [20]), estimated ambient density (dB , obtained 

from [21]) and density of magnetized jet (obtained from 

“unpublished” [19]), we estimate the two quantities, 

+#,, d#,,⁄  and +qBr dqBr⁄ . 

We show +#,, d#,,⁄ − +qBr dqBr⁄  data in Fig. 2. A simple 

linear regression analysis of the data gives 

Log'+#,, d#,,⁄ * = '20.72* − '1.32*Logl+qBr dqBr⁄ n(23) 

with correlation coefficient, � ≈ 0.54. Moreover, we carried 

out a linear regression analysis of +qBr dqBr⁄ − �data (Fig. 3). 

This yields 

Logl+qBr dqBr⁄ n = '122.8* − '3.64*Log�(24) 

with � ≈ 0.44. 

 

Figure 2. The scatter plot of jet-driving magnetic field per unit density against accretion induced magnetic field per unit density. 
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Figure 3. The scatter plot of jet-driving magnetic field per unit density against luminosity. 

 

Figure 4. The scatter plot of the accretion induced magnetic field per unit density (open circles) and jet-driving magnetic field per unit density (filled circles) on 

the same axis. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In the previous sections, we estimate accretion inducedand 

jet-driving magnetic fields.Using the estimates, we find, 

through simple linear regression analyses of +qBr dqBr⁄ −
+#,, d#,,⁄ data (Fig. 2), a relation between the two fields given 

by l+qBr dqBr⁄ n~'+#,, d#,,⁄ *��.�  (where +qBr & +#,,  are 

respectively jet-driving & accretion induced magnetic fields; 

while dqBr&d#,,  are respectively jet’s internal & accretion 

disk’s internal densities), with correlation coefficient, 

� = 0.54 .This suggestively implies that jet production is 

predominated by magnetization in the sources with lower 

power output.In addition, we find through similar regression 

analyses of a +qBr dqBr⁄ − � data (Fig. 3), a relation of the 

form, l+qBr dqBr⁄ n~���.w (with � ≈ 0.44), between the field 

and source’s luminosity '�*. 

A possible implication of these results is that jet production 

by magnetization predominates in the CSS radio sources with 

lower power output; while in those sources with higher power 

output, the converse may be the case – some other processes, 

such as; hydrodynamic, thermal, and radiation pressures may 

predominate over jet magnetization. 

Fig. 4 is the plot of +#,, d#,,⁄  and +qBr dqBr⁄  against 

radio source’s luminosity, �, on the same axes. The plot 

compares +#,, d#,,⁄  and +qBr dqBr⁄  as �  increases. It 

shows that as the source’s luminosity grows, accretion 
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induced magnetic field increases too, while jet-driving 

magnetic field decreases. 
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